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Attention on argumentation in science education
• Argumentation is a core practice of science in that scientists
construct and justify knowledge claims.
• It is necessary that students also experience science in that
manner (Driver et al., 2000).
The emphasis on scientific inquiry has seen a shift from
providing students with activities focusing on exploration and
experiment to letting them participate in the process of
constructing argument and explanation (Chin & Osborne,
2011).

Attention on argumentation in science education

• Argumentation should be central to school science
because it helps students to experience the core epistemic
practice in science.
• However, it has been challenging to encourage students to
engage in productive argumentation (Driver, Newton, &
Osborne, 2000; Lemke, 1990).

What’s happening
in the science classroom?

Activities for constructing arguments in small group
- Euglena: Plants or Animals?
Constructing arguments in small group

• Making small groups of 2-4 students
• Observing Euglena using a microscope as well
as video clips

• Writing down personal ideas on the worksheet
• Constructing the group's arguments on the
'argument diagram' panel provided through

discussion in a small group
• Writing down group's argument on the
worksheet

Jihoon

Hyun
Jihoon

Hyun

Jihoon
Hyun
Jihoon
Others
Jihoon

(Attracting the attention of peers) Attention! Euglena is an animal
because plants live in a fixed spot though they may move to other
place naturally in a passive way, but euglena can move by itself
using its own locomotive organ.
Yes, great!! Well, What did you copy?
I just wrote my thinking…
To tell the truth, it is told in the textbook that euglena appears to
be part animal, part plant.
(Looking through the Argument Diagram panel of the group) It
contains the same content as I said.
If it is so, it is OK for us to write it.
... (omitted)...
I will write a claim first. I wrote ‘euglena is an animal conducting
photosynthesis’.
(Writing it on the Post-it note) I see. If you want, I write it.
Great!! Who agrees to the claim ‘euglena is an animal conducting
photosynthesis’?
Me! Me! Me!
Then, I am going to write we came to unanimous decision on the
claim that euglena is an animal conducting photosynthesis.

1 Doyun (Looking through data cards) Meso-organism between
animals and plants.
(Raising his hand) Raise your hand if you agree
with me. Raise your hand if you think it is a plant.
Raise your hand if you think it is an animal.
2 Joon
There is no meso-organism between animals and
plants.

→ Suggesting rebuttal to claim ①

3 Hoyun, (Nodding)
Hajoon
4 Doyun Then... Chief! (Looking at the worksheet written by
neighboring student who didn't speak) Let's decide it is
a plant.
(He searched data cards indicating characteristics of
plants one by one.)
5 Joon
(Mumbling to himself as he was looking at remaining
data cards) This is a trait of animals...

→ Suggesting rebuttal to claim ④

6 Hoyun, (Completing their writing from Doyun's sheet)
Hajoon

Doyun

Joon
C: It is a plant
D: Chloroplast, photosynthesis,
vacuole, green color
W: Chloroplast enable it to make
nutrient by itself.
Chloroplasts, making
nutrients, green color
Sensitive to light, Vacuoles

C: It is a plant as well as an animal
D: mobility, photosynthesis
W: Euglena may be an animal or a
plant.

•

Plants conduct photosynthesis
because it is sensitive to light

•

Chloroplasts enable it to make
nutrients.

Hajoon
C: It is an animal.
D: reproduction, mobility, without
cell wall
W: It has more characteristics of
animals, though some
characteristics of plants.

Plant

Hoyun
C: It is an animal.
D: reproduction, mobility
W: It reproduces by cell division,
and eats other organism though it
has chloroplasts.

• In authoritative argumentation, students in a group received
the arguments of the student with perceived authority,
who was more knowledgeable or spoke a loud voice, or
they accepted majority decision.
• In this process, students had little chance to engage in
productive argumentation
What is ‘productive argumentation? : to reason to justify their own
claims using data and to express curiosity in counter-arguments in
order to articulate their own arguments (Driver, Newton, & Osborne,
2000; Berland & Hammer, 2012).

• It is hard that the introduction of a new scientific practice
would automatically guarantee students’ productive
participation in the practice.

What to consider
Epistemic
Agents

Scientific argumentation

(Stroupe, 2014)

In order for meaningful learning opportunities in scientific
practice, students should position themselves as epistemic
agents who are responsible for their own knowledge building
processes (Stroupe, 2014).

What to consider
Knowledge and themselves

Power in
relationships
(Cornelius & Herrenkohl, 2004)

Other participants and themselves

To understand students’ participation in scientific practice
Epistemological framing
(Hammer et al., 2005; Redish, 2004)

Framing
(Goffman, 1974; Tannen, 1993)
“What is going on here?”

(Davies & Harre, 1990; Greeno, 2009)

Positional framing

To understand students’ participation in scientific practice
Epistemological framing
(Hammer et al., 2005; Redish, 2004)
“What’s going on here?” with respect to knowledge and learning

Framing
(Goffman, 1974; Tannen, 1993)
“What is going on here?”
Individual’s expectation of an ongoing process

Positional framing
(Davies & Harre, 1990; Greeno, 2009)
Framing relevant to how students entitle or expect each other to participate
in their interaction
- Perceived / Expected roles of others and themselves in a social situation

Epistemological framing
• Lens to explore students’ personal epistemologies
-their perceptions about “what is knowledge?” and “how do we
gain knowledge?” (Grayling, 1996)
• Characterized by their epistemic goals for the knowledge building
process and epistemic understandings of how to engage in that
work (Berland et al., 2016; Sandoval, 2005).

• To play a key role in shaping their participation in classroom
discourse and practices (Berland & Hammer, 2012; Hutchison &
Hammer, 2010).
• Not a fixed disposition or status of students (Hammer et al., 2005)
- Context dependence
- Flexibility

Positional framing
• People constantly engage in positioning themselves and others
through discursive actions (Davies & Harre, 1990). As the discourse
goes on, people can position themselves or be positioned by
others as powerful or powerless (Ritchie, 2002).
• The fluid characteristic of framing can contribute to reshaping the
power dynamics in social interactions (Gavruseva, 1995; Gutierrez et
al., 1995).
• The students’ positional framing is also closely related to the
students’ perception about the nature of knowledge and learning
(Hutchison & Hammer, 2010).
; Students’ expectations about themselves and other participants
in the classroom community could vary with different kinds of
epistemological framing.

Investigating the context where students framing shifts
How?

How?

Epistemological resources (Elby & Hammer, 2002)
• Epistemological framing
; a locally coherent activation of epistemological resources network
in a context-sensitive manner (Hammer et al, 2005)
; Exploring the context in which students’ epistemic practices
shift from being unproductive to productive (Berland & Hammer, 2012;
Louca, Elby, Hammer, & Kagey, 2004; Rosenberg, Hammer, & Phelan, 2006).
•

•

Collating information from the
worksheets
Focusing on scientific
terminology

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

• Composed a causal story
“start from what you know”

Propagated stuff
Accumulation
…

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

Fabricated stuff
Causal story or
causal chain
…

Epistemological framing & resources
Epistemological
Framing

Unproductive Framing
: “Classroom game”

Productive Framing
: Making sense of nature

Characteristics
of the framing

Examples of
activated
• Knowledge as propagated
epistemological • Accumulation
resources

• Knowledge as constructed
• Reasoning

(Hutchison & Hammer, 2010)

Methods – Research Participants
• School & students : urban middle school, 37 students (19 boys, 18
girls) in one class, 7th grade
• Teacher : 20 years of teaching experience, PhD degree in science
education
• Focal group choice
• to explain the mechanism behind shifting practices
• the most obvious shift(unproductive to productive) in argumentation
practice

Methods – Contents of the instruction
Date

Lesson

29 May.

1

Subject
Establishing rules for small-group
argumentation & Argumentation practice

31 May.

Group Interview 1

7 Jun.

Group Interview 2

Type of argument
Pre-exercising

11 Jun.

2

The form and function of desert plant roots

Making choice among
alternative claims

12 Jun.

3

Osmosis in carrot root

Predicting result of
experimentation

14 Jun.

Group Interview 3

18 Jun.

4

Movement of water through the vascular
bundle

Agree or disagree with given
claim

12 Jun.

5

Which on is the upper side of the leaf?

Constructing claim based on
given data

21 Jun.

Group Interview 4

25 Jun.

6

Designing experiment: materials needed for
photosynthesis

Designing experimentation

26 Jun.

7

Presentations and discussions of the
experimental design

Whole class discussing about
designed experimentation

26 Jun.
12 Jul.

Group Interview 5

8

The relationship between light intensity and
photosynthesis

12 Jul.

Group Interview 6

16 Jul.

9

17 Jul.

10

17 Jul.

Evaluating arguments

Cellular respiration of the kidney bean

Predicting result of
experimentation

Girdling

Argumentative writing
Group Interview 7

Flow chart of each lesson(45min)

Teacher-led lecture

Small group

Whole class

(15~20min.)

activity (15~20min.)

activity (10min.)

-Motivation

-Individual work;

-Introduce ‘Today’s

suggest evidence-

scientific content

based claims

knowledge’

-Group work; make

-Introduce

decisions to suggest

argumentative activity
related to the ‘Today’s
scientific content
knowledge’

the group’s
representative
argument

-Provide opportunities

to share other groups’
argument
-Revise or specify our
group’s argument
through sharing

Example
Which way is upper side of the leaf?

Teacher-led

Small group

Whole class

(15~20min.)

(15~20min.)

(10min.)
Lets’ choose from the following
DATA cards for supporting your
claim.

DATA cards

DATA cards
•
•
•
•

The Cells in palisade and spongy tissues are green because of
chloroplasts.
There is spongy tissue beneath the palisade tissue.
The epidermal cells of the leaves are transparent so light can
pass easily.
…..

I made a microscopic specimen
to observe the cross-section of
evergreen leaves. However, I
could not distinguish the top
and bottom of the leaves.
Which one of A and B is the
upper side of the leaf?

Methods –Data Collection and Analysis
• Data Collection
∙ Video-, audio- recordings of activity of all small groups

∙ Students’ worksheets, field notes
∙ Semi-structured in-person interview with group members

Methods –Data Collection and Analysis
• Data Analysis
∙ Among the total of 9 small groups, a small group which showed clear
epistemological framing shift during the the argumentation instruction was
chosen as a focus group.
∙ The students’ epistemological framing and Positional framing during the activity
was analyzed based on the grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
1. Open coding: Identified the kinds of epistemological resources appeared.
2. Axial coding: Identified the networks of epistemological resources.
∙ Contexts in which shifts in epistemological framing of students occurred, and the
students’ argumentation processes were qualitatively analyzed.

Methods –Data Collection and Analysis
• Data Analysis: Epistemological framing
∙ What did the students aim for in the argumentation activity?
∙ How did the students try to engage in the practice?
∙ What kinds of epistemological resources were activated by the students
in the context?

• Data Analysis: Epistemological resources (Hammer & Elby, 2002)

1) Resources for understanding the nature and sources of knowledge:
students’ justification process using scientific content knowledge (e.g.

propagated, constructed)

2) Resources for understanding epistemological stances on informant:
students’ epistemological stances on informant who brings information
of scientific content knowledge (e.g. belief, acceptance, understanding)
3) Resources for understanding epistemological activities: students’
tacit, epistemological goals on argumentative activity (e.g. accumulation,

formation, justification, evaluation)

Methods –Data Collection and Analysis
• Data Analysis: Positional framing
∙

How did the students perceive the roles of themselves and other group
members in the knowledge building process?

• The productiveness of the students’ framing (Hutchison & Hammer, 2010)
Productive framing
Making sense of
natural phenomena

Unproductive framing
Doing school



Characteristics

of framing

Knowledge can come from
everywhere

Students’ role is to produce
the knowledge and assess 
it for its coherence

Knowledge is provided by the
authority (instructor, textbook)
Students’ role is to receive the
knowledge and reproduce it
Knowledge is valuable if it
matches what the authority
sanctions as correct

Findings

Students mostly showed
unproductive epistemological framing

Earlier episodes
1st – 4th

Later episodes
5th – 10th

Epistemological Resources in Earlier Episodes

Earlier episodes

propagated
gated

1st – 4th

Acceptance

belief
Belief

acceptance
Later episodes
5th – 10th

1st4th

accumulation
gated

Earlier Episodes

Claim:

to absorb

2nd Lesson

Why are the roots
of desert plants so long?

Claim:

A, B, D

to support
C

▶ Discourse (Lesson 2)
C

Ahyeon(A)~ So, this is what we
choose root’s function, right?

A

Root work for both supporting and
absorbing. We need to focus on the
reason why the desert plant’s root
is more deeper and longer than
others, …

Claim 1: Long root of the desert
plant is helpful to support its body.

D

I’ve a question. If I did for the 2nd
claim, and then I pasted cards here.
Then, do I also need to paste left
cards to the 1st claim?

Claim 2: Long root of the desert
plant is helpful to absorb moisture.

A

Teacher! Do we have to paste all of
these cards?

T

No. If you think 1st one is more
reasonable, then focus on it. Or If
you think 2nd one is more reasonable,
then focus on it.

Earlier Episodes
2nd Lesson

Why are the roots
of desert plants so long?

Claim:

to absorb
A, B, D

Claim:

to support
C

#The 2nd lesson

Claim 1: Long root of the desert
plant is helpful to support its body.
Claim 2: Long root of the desert
plant is helpful to absorb moisture.

A

We have to choose the most plausible
opinion…

C

Let’s choose Ahyeon’s! Because
Ahyeon wrote this.

D

OK.

#The 4th lesson
D

Just give me your worksheet.

A

(Let D copy her worksheet that she
wrote)

D

Thanks.

3.1. Epistemological Resources in Earlier Episodes
• How the students recognize the nature of
knowledge
propagated
gated

Acceptance

belief
Belief

acceptance

• Just copied the DATA cards or A’s worksheet
to fill in their worksheets

Knowledge as propagated’ from
DATA cards or St A (Teacher)
accumulation
gated

• How the students recognize this
activity
• The students’ epistemological stances
on informant
• St B, C, D only asked St A for information.
• The three undoubtedly believed what St A
said, and accepted it.

Trust in St A and acceptance of
information without doubt

• Students spent most of given time
on filling in the worksheet using
the information from St A.

Checking and accumulating
information

Results – [Earlier Episodes]
1
▶ Framing

▶ Epistemological resources (St B, C, D)

“ Writing down a correct
answer”
• Epistemological framing:
Accumulating knowledge being
• framing: Accumulating knowledge being
propagated
from
authority
propagated
from
the the
authority

Positioning:
highest
• • Positioning:
TheThe
highest
achieving
achieving
student
holdingauthority
the
student
holding
the epistemic
and
power authority and power
epistemic

⇒ Unproductive Framing

St A
Adding
Making directions

Later Episodes

Earlier episodes
1st – 4th

constructed
gated

Later episodes
5th – 10th
Acceptance

understanding
Belief

Doubting

Adding
Formation
gated
Justification
Evaluation
Persuasion

Epistemological Resources in Later Episodes
5th Argumentative Lesson

Which one is upper
side? A or B?

Claim:
‘A’ is upper side

St C, D
C
C

DATA cards
•
•
•
•

The Cells in palisade and spongy
tissues are green because of
chloroplasts.
There is spongy tissue beneath the
palisade tissue.
The epidermal cells of the leaves
are transparent so light can pass
easily.
...

D

Justification:
‘B’ has a lot of
stomata.
Justification:
Many stomata
are gathered
here, so it looks
big.
Justification:
The light is
absorbed at the
upper side of
leaf, ‘A’.

Data:
Most stomata
are on the lower
side of the leaf

Claim:
‘B’ is upper side

St A, B
Rebuttal:
That might not
be the stomata.
Rebuttal:
The more the
light is absorbed,
the more the
upper side gets
green.
Justification:
Cell arrangement
of A seems more
irregular.

Data:

Spongy tissue is
consisted of round
cells arranged
irregularly

A

A

B

Epistemological Resources in Later Episodes
• How the students recognize the nature
of knowledge
• Students constructed their own claims with
evidence.
• Students suggested evidence, even though
it was not in the ‘DATA cards’.

constructed
gated

Acceptance

understanding
Belief

Doubting

5th10th

Adding
Formation
Justification
gated
Evaluation
Persuasion

Knowledge as constructed in
making argument

• How the students recognize
this activity
• The students’ epistemological stances on
informant
• All students asked St A for information but
they tried to understand it rather than
undoubtedly believing it.

Understanding and doubting
the information before
accepting it

• They participated in scientific
argumentation to evaluate and
justify their ideas and persuade
one another.

Formation of evidencebased claims and evaluation
of counter-claims.

Results – [Later Episodes]
1
▶ Framing

▶ Epistemological resources (A, B, C, D)

“ Collaborating to construct
an evidence-based claim”
• Epistemological framing:
Constructing evidence-based
claim together
• framing:
Accumulating knowledge being
propagated from the authority

• Positioning:
• Positioning:
The highest
achieving student
All members
as critical
holding the epistemic authority and power
collaborators

⇒ Productive Framing

St A
Facilitating other members
to engage in argumentation

Unproductive
argumentation

Productive
argumentation

What caused this change?

Activation of epistemological resources by contextual
cues

Activation
Inactivation
St A's epistemic

A

B

authority has been
lowered through
the unfamiliar form
of the task of
microscopic
photography.

Propagated

Belief
B

Acceptance

1st-4th

a

Accumulation

Activation of epistemological resources by contextual cues
Activation

Inactivation

They tried to
understand the
information from
not only St A but
also others.

St A's epistemic

authority has been
lowered due to the
unfamiliar form of the
task of microscope
photograph.

1st-4th

5th-10th

a

Accumulation

Understanding

Doubting
understanding
Belief

Belief

Acceptance

constructed
Constructed

Acceptance

Acceptance

Belief

Propagated

Adding
Formation
Justification
Evaluation
Persuasion

a

Activation of epistemological resources by contextual cues
Activation

Inactivation

St A's epistemic

authority has been
lowered due to the
unfamiliar form of the
task of microscope
photograph.

constructed
Constructed

1st-4th

5th-10th

a

Accumulation

Understanding

Doubting
understanding
Belief

Belief

Acceptance

Propagated

Acceptance

Acceptance

Belief

Students tried to
understand the
information from
not only St A but
also others.

Students had the
opportunity to
reflect on previous
class experiences
at the group
interview

Adding
Formation
Justification
Evaluation
Persuasion

a

Group Interview 3
A

This is not the way I expected. It’s just…I thought there would have been
more group discussion.

R

There must be more group discussions.

C

We just wrote.

A

The way was like… We first wrote and then talk together?

R

You suggest that you should have discussion together first and then get the
consensus idea to write in worksheets?

A

Yes. But we just wrote individually and then decided ‘whose opinion is
better?’.

D

Yeah, persuading

A

I think we just did that(writing).

C

Then, you(St A) wanted to do only one…(inaudible)

R

You mean there was no chance to toss around? Felt it was just writing?

B

(nodding)

A

And we didn’t have much time to talk about.

R

Okay! Thank you for your opinion!

C

I wish there were more time to talk..

Activation of epistemological resources by contextual cues
Activation

Inactivation

St A's epistemic

authority has been
lowered due to the
unfamiliar form of the
task of microscope
photograph.

constructed
Constructed

1st-4th

5th-10th

a

Accumulation

Understanding

Doubting
understanding
Belief

Belief

Acceptance

Propagated

Acceptance

Acceptance

Belief

Students tried to
understand the
information from
not only St A but
also others.

Students had the
opportunity to
reflect on previous
class experiences at
the group interview
Change of A’s
participation

Adding
Formation
Justification
Evaluation
Persuasion

a

A: (Asking to C) Hey, don’t follow my
answer! It’s not always right.
C: Can I write my claim such as ‘it is an
incredibly big stomata’?
A: There are no one here who took this
photo. It’s up to you how to interpret the
photo.
A: (In a strong tone) You have to choose it
by yourself.

Role of St A’
- To keep reminding the
norms for small group
argumentation
- To encourage group
members to think by
themselves and engage in
group activities

Activation of epistemological resources by contextual cues
Activation

Inactivation

St A's epistemic

authority has been
lowered due to the
unfamiliar form of the
task of microscope
photograph.

constructed
Constructed

1st-4th

5th-10th

a

Accumulation

Understanding

Doubting
understanding
Belief

Belief

Acceptance

Propagated

Acceptance

Acceptance

Belief

Students tried to
understand the
information from
not only St A but
also others.

Students had the
opportunity to
reflect on previous
class experiences at
the group interview
Change of A’s
participation
Make the consensus
idea in a group

Adding
Formation
Justification
Evaluation
Persuasion

a

4. Conclusion
Implications
Conclusion
andand
Implications
• Student’s perception of “what is going on here” –Framing– closely
interacted with students’ participation in the scientific
argumentation [epistemic practices of science].
• The epistemological framing and the positional framing of students
dynamically interacted with each other in different sociocultural
contexts.
 How the students understood their roles in their groups affected
how they approached scientific knowledge and learning in
practice.
 Their approaches to knowledge and learning helped them shape
their perceptions of various group members.

4. Conclusion
Implications
Conclusion
andand
Implications
• Students activated different networks of epistemological
resources in different contexts.
 It is necessary to study that students’ context-dependent,
flexible framing can be stabilized by deliberately activating
certain kinds of epistemological resources.
• Students’ perceptions mattered.
 Teachers need to be responsive to students’ framing in
supporting the students’ epistemic practices of science.

Thank you
Contact info: Heui-Baik Kim
hbkim56@snu.ac.kr

